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NOTIFICATION

No.A.12026/1/2017-P&AR(GSW), the 28 th April, 2020. In the interest of public service, the
Governor of Mizoram hereby make the following Guidelines to amend the Mizoram Direct Recruitment
(Conduct of Examination) Guideline, 2018 (hereinafter referred to as the Principal Guidelines) notified vide
No.A.12026/1/2017-P&AR (GSW) dt. 09.02.2018 and published in the Mizoram Gazette Extraordinary
Issue No. 69 dt. 15.02.2018, namely:-

1. Short title and (1) These Guidelines may be called the Mizoram Direct Recruitment
commencement (Conduct of Examination) (Amendment) Guidelines, 2020

(2) They shall come into force from the date of publication in the Mizoram
Gazette

2. Amendment of In the Principal Guidelines, in paragraph 12, entries under sub-paragraph
paragraph 12 (4) shall stand deleted.

3. Amendment of In the Principal Guidelines, in paragraph 13, a proviso shall be added
paragraph 13 to sub-paragraph (1), namely;

“Provided that direct recruitment to Group ‘D’ posts shall stand exempted
from the requirement of written examination.”

4. Amendment of In the Principal Guidelines, entries in paragraph 32 shall be substituted,
paragraph 32 namely;

“32. Remuneration: The rate of remuneration for Officials engaged
for conduct of examinations under these Guidelines shall be as follows:

Sl. No. Category Rate of remuneration
1) Question paper setter ^ 150 per question subject to

(Conventional type) a minimum of ^ 1500/- per paper
2) Question paper setter ^ 50 per question subject to a

(Objective type) minimum of ^ 1500/- per paper
3) Evaluation ^ 150 per answer script within 10

(Conventional type) days OR ^ 75 per answer script
(a) 76 – 100 marks within 30 days subject to a minimum

of ^ 1500/- per paper
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(b) 51 – 75 marks ^ 80 per answer script within 10
days OR ^ 40 per answer script
within 30 days subject to a minimum
of ^ 1500/- per paper

(c) 26 – 50 marks ^ 60 per answer script within 10
days OR ^ 30 per answer script
within 30 days subject to a minimum
of ^ 1500/- per paper

(d) 01 -25 marks ^ 40 per answer script within 10
days OR ^ 20 per answer script
within 30 days  subject to a minimum
of ^ 1500/- per paper

4) Evaluation 50 paise per question subject to a
(Objective type) minimum of ^ 1500 per paper

5) Dictator (in case of ^ 400/- per passage
dictation of passages
to examinees)

6) Tabulator of marks ^ 15/- per candidate subject to a
minimum of ̂  500 per examination

7) Centre Supervisor ^ 800 per session + ^ 550 lump
sum on the day of seat arrangement

8) Assistant Supervisor ^ 650 per session + ^ 500 lump
sum on the day of seat arrangement

9) Expert for physical ^ 1500 per day
efficiency test

10) Official assisting the ^ 1000 per day
Expert for physical
efficiency test

11) Expert for Skills test ^ 1500 per day
12) Official assisting the ^ 1000 per day

Expert for Skills test
13) Technical Expert for ^ 1500 per day

personal interview
(non-officials only)

14) Invigilator ^ 550 per session
15) Officer in charge of ^ 500 per day

Treasury strong room
or departmental chest

16) Clerk ^ 450 per session + ^ 400 lump
sum on the day of seat arrangement

17) Driver ^ 300 per session + ^ 250 lump
sum on the day of seat arrangement

18) Police constables on ^ 300 per day
duty

19) Group ‘D’ ^ 250 per session + ^ 250 lump
sum on the day of seat arrangement
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5. Amendment of (1) In the Principal Guidelines, in paragraph 33, proviso under sub-paragraph
paragraph 33 (7) shall be substituted, namely;

“Provided that direct recruitment to Group ‘D’ posts shall be done
through personal interview only and all eligible candidates shall be
called for personal interview”

(2) In the Principal Guidelines, in paragraph 33,  proviso under sub-
paragraph (9) shall be substituted, namely;

“Provided that the marks allotted for conduct of personal interview
for direct recruitment to Group ‘D’ posts shall be 100.”

6. Amendment of In the Principal Guidelines, entries in Appendix-V shall stand deleted.
Appendix-V

Lalrinsanga,
Additional Secretary to the Govt. of Mizoram.
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